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This is one of the titles in Barron's Live and Learn series for younger children. They are books
that have a child's point of view, especially if the kid is suffering from some physical challenge
or lack self-confidence in going about everyday activities. The kid in this story understands the
alphabet, but she sometimes has trouble putting all of the letters together to read words.
Following each story are four webpages of suggested activities that relate with the book's
theme. No matter how hard she attempts, she often mixes up the letters or writes them
backwards. These attractively illustrated picture storybooks encourage children never to
hesitate of a challenge. Your final two-page section offers information to parents. She's
unhappy until her instructor explains that she has dyslexia, and that she can be helped to learn
and write correctly.
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Be sure to recommend these resources to friends and family as well as your child’s teachers
Listed below are other superb books for kids and teens with learning disabilities. For children
who are not being read to, it’s important that parents read the book also and start an ongoing
conversation.Disability awareness and acceptance are normal traits of successful learners and
adults with LD. Good book It is very wordy and implies that the kid feels bad about themselves
Ok. Be sure to recommend these resources to your friends and your child’s teachers. While
this is certainly a real challenge it is not one we've confronted with our kid and wasn't an idea I
needed to introduce.. Mediocre It certainly wasn’t a riveting great.I think it's safe to say it
helped her come to terms with why she'd been having so much difficulty in
kindergarten.K-2Making A Splash: A Growth Mindset Children’s Book, Carol E Reiley (kindle
version available on amazon. I was wishing this would be considered a good tool to greatly
help my girl explain that which was going on on her behalf to her peers. It addresses not only
dyslexia from the academic problems perspective, but also equally from the psychological
and social toll normally it takes on kids fighting problems in reading. JoAnn Deak Extremely
helpful in starting a conversation with our first grader This book was an ideal choice to use as
a way to start a conversation with our daughter about dyslexia. It is very relatable for small
children; and was perfect for us since it is informed from the perspective of a first grade
woman (like our child).com)3-5Your Fantastic Elastic Brain, Dr. Halfway through the reserve,
my daughter stated, "that's me." This book actually helped making the discussion with this
daughter a positive experience. Though it would speak to my granddaughter better. Some
challenging language I acquired this book to greatly help our son learn about dyslexia. The
publication highlights a students journey through the testing process so it may hold unique
appeal to children going right through or about to go through that procedure. There are some
passages in the book that I find troubling. Following testing the student is definitely relieved to
be in a special class with other college students who've reading "problems" like theirs. I'd
rather not see dyslexia labeled as a problem but perhaps a challenge. The pupil also says they
occasionally pretend to be sick to avoid college and reading ahead of testing and afterward
testing they no longer pretend to ill.Grades 1-3It’s Called Dyslexia, Jennifer Moore-
MallinosK-6Knees: The CONFUSING World of a Boy with Dyslexia, Vanita
Oelschlager1-2Here’s Hank series, Henry Winkler (author has dyslexia)2-5The Alphabet War: A
Story About Dyslexia, Diane Robb2-7That’s Like Me: Stories About Amazing People with
Learning Differences, Jill Lauren3-6Hank Zipzer series, Henry Winkler3-8Many Ways to Learn:
A Kid’s Guidebook to LD (2nd edition), Judith SternEli, The Boy Who Hated to create (2nd
edition), Regina and Eli RichardsMy Name Is Human brain Brian, Jeanne Betancourt (author
has LD)4-12Succeeding with LD (2nd edition), Jill Lauren8-12Learning Disabilities and Life
Stories, Pano RodisUnderstand Your Brain, Get More Done: The ADHD Executive Features
Workbook, Ari Tuckman (useful for anyone with attention, time administration and
organizational difficulties)10-12Reversals: A Personal Account of Victory More than Dyslexia,
Eileen SimpsonThe Human being Side of Dyslexia (essays by college students), Shirley
KurnoffLearning Outside the Lines (university prep), Jonathan Mooney and David Cole (authors
have LD and Advertisement/HD)Books About Learning DifficultiesGrades K-1Leo the Late
Bloomer, Robert KrausK-2Katie’s Rose: A Tale of Two Late Bloomers, Karen
Burnett1-2Jasmine Can (difficulty reading), Bena Hartman2-5Thank You, Mr. Kids can easily
related to the simple story. She in fact lost the copy we got her when she was 7.. It is
extremely accessible and nicely put together. There is that sometimes these reference type
books can come off as getting type of amateurish or poorly executed, maybe because a field



professional rather than children's book writer has created it, but this reserve is not like this at
all. Very mediocre!.. I felt enjoy it still left the impression that dislexia was a fairly negative or
daunting factor to live with. I did not find the publication to be targeted at a young person and
it did not put the most positive soon on dyslexia. Moving forward, this publication was a
necessary or even essential component of her development and really facilitated her ability to
work and concentrate on adjusting to a life with Dyslexia. Study has found that learners with
this watch have higher accomplishment than those who think that intelligence is a set quantity
(decided at birth). EVERYONE. I felt like it left the impression that dislexia was a fairly . not
really what I was expecting.. She made everyone read it to her. But- I won’t end up being
reading it to her since it tells about a kid faking sick to not go to school. My child carried this
publication around for weeks after it arrived. Even though that may ultimately be true, why
present it that way? Dull and uninspired...5 and asked for a fresh one, so it's good for children
across this age range.give it a pass! I was hoping for something to create my child experience
less atypical and understand everyone has strengths and weaknesses in their own method
(even good readers). I don’t need her to think that’s even an option! Cute! As a dyslexic, with a
dyslexic child I really wanted to like this book. This is okay but does not cover all the
challenges one deals in reading due to dyslexia. Also, I was hoping for something to create my
child feel much less atypical and understand everyone provides strengths and weaknesses in
their own way (even great readers). Dyslexia Was a little disappointed with the reserve.
recommend. Ok book! Four Stars Provides a nice intro into this common learning disability. 9
year old daughter with dyslexia loves it Our 9 12 months old loves this book.] Ben Carson
Story, Gregg Lewis and Deborah Shaw LewisThese books promote “growth mindset”—the fact
that intelligence increases with work. It's been read, and go through, and read, and browse.!.
My students simply sat there and did not relate to the type. Great book Loved this book
nonetheless it did get yourself a little long for my 7year previous.I choose never to browse it to
my boy, and donated it on.Along with therapists and SPED teachers, parents enjoy a critical
role in helping children understand and cope with their disabilities. Falker (problems reading),
Patricia Polacco (author has dyslexia)3-7There’s a Boy in the Ladies’ Bathroom, Louis
Sachar3-8Gifted Hands: The [Dr.!. It is extremely wordy and means that the child feels poor
about themselves.com, hard duplicate available at gobrain. For my 6 year aged who was
recently diagnosed, I was hoping to help Jim find vocabulary to understand it and it was not
what i hoped. Nonetheless it was just boring, and Personally i think it doesn't really do a great
job of educating about dyslexia.
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